Insight into the optoelectronic characteristics of diimide-based acceptors in organic solar cells by performing DFT calculation and molecular dynamics simulation.
In order to compare the main difference of two diimide derivatives on the modulation of electronic and optical properties of P3HT-based organic solar cell, the density functional theory and molecular dynamics simulations were implemented to achieve elementary data on geometrical structure, molecular orbital, open-circuit voltage, absorption spectra, energetic driving force, and interface parameter of P3HT/D1 and P3HT/D2 systems. According to the investigation, P3HT/D1 system not only exhibits higher open circuit voltage and enough energetic driving force than P3HT/D2 system, but also possesses low-lying LUMO +1 orbital which can favor the exciton separation efficiency. Moreover, on the basis of some typical interface models choose from MD simulation, the estimation of the interface rate manifests that the P3HT/D1 interface possesses the smaller charge recombination rates and larger charge separation rates than those of the P3HT/D2 interface. It is expect that this work can provide certain guidelines for the further develop the performance of organic solar cell. We hope this work can further study on non-fullerene acceptor materials as a certain guides.